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when inorganic compounds are used as electron acceptors,
the process is called reductive metabolism. reductive
metabolism involves the use of enzymes (such as nitrate
reductases, iron-sulfur proteins, or cytochromes) to transfer
electrons from the inorganic compound to molecular oxygen.
bacteria that use a soluble electron carrier to transfer
electrons to molecular oxygen, such as fe2+ or flavodoxin,
are called phototrophs (see chapter 1). in these organisms,
electron transfer from organic compounds to molecular
oxygen occurs via the intermediary of a soluble carrier (such
as flavodoxin). the purple color of certain bacteria is
attributable to red-active anthraquinones. these compounds
are the result of a metabolic pathway in which a polyketide
chain elongates to form pigment molecules that absorb light
at wavelengths between 400 and 700 nm (red).
cyanobacteria are green-colored and are chemoautotrophic
and photosynthetic. some cyanobacteria are designated as
phototrophic because they use light to drive the oxidation of
organic molecules as a terminal electron acceptor. in such
organisms, these organic molecules serve as electron donors
to an enzyme-containing soluble electron carrier that receives
the electrons from nadp. when a redox dye such as
methylene blue is used to detect residual organic substrate in
a cell culture, cells in which photosynthesis has occurred will
appear blue-green in color, whereas cells with incomplete
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reduction will appear pink-red. phototrophic growth is also
called photoautotrophic growth. chemoautotrophs oxidize
organic compounds, with or without a light source, and gain
energy by transferring electrons (provided by an electron
carrier) to oxygen. nitrogen is usually the terminal electron
acceptor. many chemoautotrophs that are present in nature
are designated as ammonia-oxidizing microorganisms
because they oxidize ammonia to no2 in the presence of
oxygen.
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the aerobic respiration of nearly all eukaryotic organisms is
oxidized with molecular o2as the terminal electron acceptor.

the energy that is used to perform these types of aerobic
respiration is converted into heat. the electron transport

chain in mitochondria can also perform a small proportion of
anaerobic respiration using molecular o2as the terminal
acceptor. this small proportion of anaerobic respiration is

typically employed to maintain o2/nadh homeostasis in cells.
the energy that is generated in this pathway is also converted
into heat. the products of aerobic respiration, other than the

conventional atp, are nadh, nadph, cytochrome c, flavin
adenine dinucleotide, or acid phosphates (such as inorganic
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pyrophosphate). hydrogen is a potential electron donor for all
microorganisms. aerobic respiration with molecular o2as the

terminal electron acceptor is the primary way that
microorganisms use o2. when hydrogen is used as an

electron donor in respiration, it is reduced to water. a single
electron reducing molecule, h2, can be utilized to reduce a

wide range of organic compounds, depending on the
organism and conditions. (see the biotransformation of

organic compounds, edited by erik j. c. methot, for more
information on the biotransformation of organic compounds
by microbial respiration. organic compounds that are neither

stored nor utilized as a source of energy are typically
catabolized, or broken down, into a set of smaller organic

compounds. these organic compounds can be anabolized, or
used to build larger organic compounds. the amino acids

contained in proteins are examples of such organic
compounds that are degraded into smaller organic

compounds. amino acids are only formed from proteins when
that protein is then eaten or digested by an organism. during

degradation of proteins, most of the amino acids are
degraded into smaller organic compounds, most of which are

water soluble. then, an active biological process uses the
amino acids that have been solubilized from the proteins to
build other proteins. this process of building proteins from

amino acids is called the citric acid cycle. the large number of
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oxidations that occur in the citric acid cycle are accomplished
by enzymes (including the krebs cycle and the urea cycle)

that utilize metal ions, such as iron, coenzyme a, and nadh, in
the oxidation reactions. the oxidative decarboxylation

reactions in the krebs cycle are catalyzed by decarboxylases,
which require a metal coenzyme, often a tetrapyrrole in an fe,
fe-s, or metal-binding region of the protein. in the urea cycle,

a series of aminotransferases utilize intermediate amino
group compounds to form new amino group compounds and

ammonia. 5ec8ef588b
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